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Introduction to the Deep Neural Network Direct Stiffness Method (DNN-DSM)
The traditional separation of analysis and verification during
the structural design of steel structures is a known source of
conservatism and inaccuracy, as the true deformation/rotation
capacity of sections and the redistribution of internal forces in
systems remains only vaguely known in many cases. This particularly affects structures made of high-strength steel, since
often sections would need to be classified as slender, thus disallowing the possibility to account for plasticity and stress redistribution. Shell-element FEM-models with material nonlinearities and imperfections would be suitable to overcome this
separation and increase the accuracy and economy of designs,
yet are computationally intensive and impractical for design of
whole structures. In this paper, a novel approach for carrying
out a computationally economical beam-element analysis that
accounts for the nonlinear load-displacement behaviour of
sections of various local slenderness is presented: the “DNNDSM”, which makes use of machine learning techniques (deep
neural networks – DNN) to predict the nonlinear stiffness matrix terms in a beam-element formulation for implementation in
the Direct Stiffness Method. Based on trained DNN models
from an extensive pool of nonlinear (GMNIA) shell element results. The motivation, general features, and first implementations of this method in the sense of a “proof-of-concept”, for
the case of hollow-section truss members, are presented in the
paper, as well as an outlook on the method’s on-going, full implementation.
Keywords machine learning and deep learning; deep neural networks
(DNN); advanced inelastic analysis; GMNIA simulations; Direct Stiffness
Method; high strength steel; structural hollow sections

1

Introduction

Both in Europe and North America, an increased use of
high-strength and structural hollow sections is noticeable
in a wide range of modern engineering applications, especially when the need for structural efficiency, optimization of material deployment and design-driven solutions in slender structures arises. Differences in terms of
structural performance are attributed to structural hollow sections in dependence of manufacturing processes,
i. e. hot finished [1] or cold-formed [2], leading to different material properties and residual stresses [3–10]. In
general, hot rolled sections show relatively homogeneous
material properties around their sections, low residual
stresses due to the manufacturing process combined with
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial
purposes.
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a high degree of ductility [10]. Cold-formed sections undergo high plastic deformations in the corner regions at
ambient temperatures during the forming process. This
leads to a variation of hardness and differences in the
material properties between the flat and corner regions
of the sections, resulting in strength enhancements of up
to 34 % [6] and a corresponding loss of ductility [3–5]. A
significant difference between hot rolled and cold-formed
steel is also given by the magnitude and distribution of
residual stresses in transverse and longitudinal direction.
Hot rolled SHS and RHS profiles are assumed to be affected by nearly-negligible levels of residual stresses [6,
7]. Cold-formed sections, on the other hand, have a considerably higher level of residual stresses, resulting from
plastic bending followed by an elastic spring back. The
fabrication method also has a significant influence on
typical thickness ranges; these vary from very stocky sections, which have the potential to develop high plastic
strains and are often seamless hot-finished elements, to
very light-weight, thin-walled sections, typically coldformed and welded – and typically more susceptible to
local buckling. In recent years, these differences have
been complemented by the wider introduction of highstrength steel grades, which are most economically employed in thinner sections, thus making the relevance of
buckling phenomena more relevant for all types of hollow section.
This evolution in hollow section fabrication and understanding of its consequences at the level of material, imperfections and residual stresses, has led to the need for a
closer look at shortcomings in current code provisions for
the structural design of hollow section structures and to
the development of new design methodologies that make
increasing use of numerical simulations. The current
shortcomings and potential lack of accuracy and economy can be primarily attributed to the traditional separation of analysis and verification, whereby both are dependent on the cross-sectional slenderness and corresponding classification into categories ranging from
stocky to slender sections. This affects high-strength steel
hollow sections in particular, since they often would need
to be classified as slender sections, which forces designers
to carry out a purely elastic structural analysis and limit
the elastic stresses to conservative estimations of ultimate
buckling stresses [11]. In reality, in spite of their lower
hardening capacity and ultimate strains, even slender
high-strength steel hollow sections display a non-negligible plastic strength component and rotational capacity
that exceeds these code restrictions. Thus, new formula-
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tions and methods are needed to fully exploit the advantages of high-strength steel sections, particularly for the
case of hollow structural sections. In a number of these
methods, commonly referred to as “advanced analysis”
or, perhaps more to-the-point, “design by analysis” methods in the literature, the traditional separation of analysis
vs. design verification is (partially) overcome, and nonlinear analysis is used to estimate the reachable load amplification factors and thus verify designs in the (nonlinear) analysis itself.
In principle, it would be possible to perform such “design by analysis” for structures composed of highstrength steel hollow sections by carrying out advanced
finite element GMNIA (geometrically material nonlinear analysis with imperfections) simulations, using shell
elements, for the overall structural design, analysis and
verification of the structure, as these provide realistic
and accurate solutions to the load-displacement behaviour of nonlinear structures composed of hollow sections. However, this type of modelling is, at a global
structural level, still computationally very expensive and
often also manually time-consuming and error-prone,
due to the model size and complexity of the processes
associated with the introduction of imperfections. They
are thus not generally seen to be suitable for use in most
practical structural design situations. For this reason,
currently various efforts are being undertaken to combine the computational efficiency of beam-element models (which are already commonly used in design practice) with the ability to account for slenderness-dependent deformation capacities and nonlinear redistribution
of internal forces in a structural truss or frame. Thereby,
the key challenge is presented by accurately representing the different load-displacement behaviour of elements of various local slenderness in the beam stiffness
matrix, i. e. the question of how to include local buckling
and plasticity in the beam structural analysis. Existing
methods include the inclusion of strain limits in a materially non-linear beam element analysis (CSM-based ap-

Fig. 1

proach [12–14]) or the explicit expansion of the beam
element formulation to local buckling modes (GBTbased approach [15, 16]). Both approaches are computationally more efficient than shell-element FEM analyses,
yet they either only partially remove the need for a separation between analysis and verification and only marginally reduce the complexity of the design task for the
practical analyst.
In this paper, a novel approach to carrying out a beamelement analysis that accounts for the nonlinear loaddisplacement behaviour of sections of various local
slenderness is presented, focusing on hollow sections
and individual stiffness terms as on outlook to ongoing
and possibly wider-ranging developments. The proposed
approach, termed DNN-DSM in the following, makes
use of machine learning techniques (deep neural networks – DNN) to predict the nonlinear stiffness matrix
terms in a beam-element formulation suited for implementation in the Direct Stiffness Method (DSM) (see
also Fig. 1a for a general implementation of the elastic
formulation of the direct stiffness method and Fig. 1b for
an initial explanation of the deep neural network direct
stiffness method, split in the parts of data development,
information link and method implementation. It is envisaged that this approach will enable developers of
structural design software to combine the accuracy and
precision of shell analysis with the computational efficiency of beam element analysis, taking into account
local slenderness dependent instability phenomena directly in the analysis. The trained/calibrated DNN models are based on data sets derived from an extensive pool
of numerical (LBA and GMNIA) shell elements simulations, which in turn were made on the basis of findings
from experimental tests and outcomes of the EU-funded
(Research Fund for Coal and Steel) research project
“HOLLOSSTAB” [17]. Its aim was the development of
innovative buckling design rules for slender structural
hollow sections made of high-strength steel and conventional or custom-made cross-sectional shapes. The finite

a) Direct Stiffness Method (elastic formulation), b) initial formulation of the Deep Neural Network Direct Stiffness Method (DNN-DSM)
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Fig. 2

a) Hypothetical 3D-space of possible deformation scenarios, b) considered deformation state within the scope of this paper

elements shell models are designed in such a way that
only local buckling is the driving instability phenomena
for all investigated cross-sections, as the main goal is the
accurate slenderness dependent prediction of local deformation and rotation capacities throughout the preand post-peak load range.
Fig. 2a shows a hypothetical 3D space of possible deformation scenarios, i. e. all possible combinations of longitudinal and transverse deformations (ux, vz) and additional rotations (ϕy) at a node of a beam element of a defined length loaded in plane (three degrees of freedom at
each node). For the purposes of this paper, which is intended as a demonstration of the general feasibility of and
an outlook on the DNN-DSM approach, only longitudinal deformations ux (Fig. 2b) – representing e. g. the case
of a truss element loaded in compression – were taken
into account. Beyond serving as a proof of concept, this
simplified consideration has also the decisive advantage
that many general problems regarding data structure,
density and post processing (feature engineering) are partially solved and can be tested on a much smaller scale
with less computational effort.
The further structure of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
– Section 2 introduces briefly the general concepts of
deep neural networks (DNN). It shall briefly give a
better and easier understanding of the presented methodology.
– Section 3 of this paper describes the finite element
models and necessary simulation steps for the development of the applied data sets.
– In Section 4 and Section 5 the focus is laid on the general data development and further steps of data preparation for the use in neural networks.
– Section 6 presents the developed DNN model and
shows first results to underline the possibilities of the
proposed method.
– Finally, a summary and outlook on upcoming research presented in Section 7 completes the paper.
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2

Introduction to Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and
their use in civil engineering

The idea of neural networks is in general not new, as it
has its beginnings already in the 1940s through the
work of McCulloch and Walter Pitts [18] on “neurological-networks”. The motivation of such methods lies
in the logical description of the transmission of impulses between individual neurons within a bigger
nervous system, whereby each neuron is build up from
a soma and an axon in a simplified manner. The impulse transmission takes place between the axon of one
neuron and the soma of another neuron, being connected through synapses which transmit (or not) a signal depending on some threshold. Subsequent work by
Donald Hebb [19] lead to the so called formulation of
the “Hebbian Learning”, which can be described by the
sentence “Neurons that fire together, wire together”,
meaning that the connection between neurons is
strengthened when signals are transmitted together,
conforming to the general rule of learning by repetition. After further developments a work by Marvin
Minsky and Seymour Papert [20] was published in 1969
on a detailed mathematical analysis of the perceptron,
an early type of a neural network for binary classification without hidden layers. The basic statement of this
work is that complex problems need more complex
neural network architectures and therefore higher computation efforts. This led to a degree of disillusionment
and as a sum of additional shortcomings to the first,
so-called “AI winter” in the late 1970. Followed by further ups and downs and progressing developments like
the multiple layer perceptron (MLP) within the last
decades, machine learning (ML) and specifically deep
neural networks (DNN) are nowadays wide spread
across all technical application fields. This increasing
popularity is fuelled by the access to large amounts of
data, the availability of Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs), algorithmic developments and the easier accessibility to the field of machine learning – than it was
decades ago – due to the development of high-level
libraries/APIs.

1

(3)
Logistic (sigmoid) ⇒ f( x) =

1 + e–x

0, x < 0
ReLU ⇒
f( x) = max 
(4)

x, x ≥ 0
The general learning/optimizing process in such a feed
forward network is performed by using backpropagation
as a technique to update the weights within a training
period. Therefore, the Nabla operator and the chain rule
are used to calculate the gradients of all nodes within a
network (Eq. (5), (6)).

Fig. 3

General representation of a neuron

In terms of civil engineering applications, a steadily increasing stream of applications can be observed, especially throughout the last decade, showing promising results. In [21], DNNs were used to estimate the available
rotation capacity of cold formed rectangular and square
hollow section steel beams. [22] used DNNs to predict the
flexural overstrength factor for steel beams. The used data
was collected from available experimental data from literature. It was shown that models based on DNN approaches could predict the flexural overstrength factor
with high accuracy. Fonseca implemented and evolved
throughout [23–25] NN models to predict and obtain new
data for the patch load behaviour, using different modelling and feature engineering approaches. In [26] an additional neuro fuzzy system was implemented to consider
the difference in the beam structural collapse behaviour
(web and flange yielding, web buckling and web crippling) in the form of a pre-set classifier, leading to more
accurate results compared to existing code provision.
A common representation of an artificial neuron [27] is
shown in Fig. 3 and can be written as (Eq. (1)):

((

) )

y( x) = a ⋅ ∑ Wn ⋅ xn + b

(1)

It consists of three main parts (i) the weights, which are
updated during the training of the DNN model throughout a pre-set amount of epochs, being an indicator for the
strength of a connection within a network (ii) a bias as an
additional trainable nonzero value which is added to the
summation of weighted inputs of a neuron (iii) an activation function a, with an inherent predefined threshold
used as a binary classifier (Step function (Eq. (2)) to represent False = 0 or True = 1 capturing a linear behaviour
(linear perceptron) or a more complex nonlinear multiclass or regression problems activation functions like the
logistic (sigmoid) activation (Eq. (3)) or a ReLU (Rectified
Linear Unit) activation (Eq. (4)) can be used.

 ∂ 
 ∂x 
 1
 ∂ 
∇ =  ∂ x2 


  
 ∂ 
 ∂ x 
n

(5)

∂u ∂u ∂v
= ⋅
∂ x ∂v ∂ x

(6)

In order to “push” the calculation in the direction of the
steepest descent a gradient method is used as follows (Eq.
(7)):

x( j+1) = x( j) − η ⋅∇f (x( j) )
(7)
with:
x(j+1) updated value, i. e. the weights
h
parameter or learning rate between 0 and 1, giving
more stability to the used optimization method
∇f
Nabla operator for partial derivative
While updating all weights and biases within a network a
cost or loss function is used, which is minimized throughout the training and therefore calculated as the error between a predicted value ŷ of the DNN model and the true
value y. In terms of regression problems, a suitable error
definition in general is the mean squared error (MSE) –
belonging to L2 norm – and the R-squared (R2) measure
as one possible metrics [22].
The performance of a neural network is highly dependent
on the input parameters, its quality and distribution. It is
therefore necessary, in most applications, but always dependent on the data structure, to transform/scale the
input parameters by normalization (Eq. (8)) or standardization (Eq. (9)) as follows [27]:

xˆ(i) =

x(i) =

x(i) − x(i)
min
(i)
x(i)
max − xmin

x(i) − x(i)
σ

(8)

(9)

0, x < 0
(2)
Step Function ⇒
f( x) = 

1, x ≥ 0 
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Fig. 4

a) Finite element model arrangement of an RHS section, b) deformation in the direction of the longitudinal axis

with:
x(i) mean value of an input feature
s standard deviation of an input feature
This eliminates the major problem of multiple features
having a different magnitude, range and unit by scaling
the data down. Therefore, normalizing the data implies
forcing it between the boundaries of 0 and 1 (or –1 and
1). Standardizing the data means rescaling it, where the
mean value is set to 0 and the standard deviation to 1. In
a lot of engineering problems/applications data standardization shows a better performance, since outliers are
taken better into account and not pushed to the external
boundaries of ether 0 or 1 in terms of normalization. A
closer look on both concepts and its effects on the learning behaviour is carried out in Section 5 of this paper.

3

Finite Element Modelling

The proposed DNN-DSM approaches hinges on the assumption that sufficient, reliable data is available on the
load-displacement behaviour of the studied type of section and load case, for a sufficiently varied set of geometries and – crucially – local slenderness ranges of the sections. This is needed as “training data” for the DNN and
thus fundamentally influences the outcome of any prediction of structural behaviour yielded by the proposed
method. While ideally this data would be given in terms
of full-scale physical test results, this is neither given nor
feasible in general terms at the moment. This difficulty
can however be overcome by making use of “artificial”,
numerical test results, produced with validated shell-element models capable of representing the realistic loaddisplacement behaviour of the studied steel sections with
sufficiently high accuracy. Fortunately, particularly for
the case of hollow sections, such validated shell-element
models exist and are known to be able to reproduce the
behaviour of physical tests with great accuracy.
For this paper, the Abaqus [28] models used for the
above-mentioned purpose make use of three-dimensional
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shell elements of type S4R (isoparametric shell elements
with reduced integration). The geometry of the used
square and rectangular hollow sections is based on the
code provision of DIN EN10210-2 [1] and DIN EN
10219-2 [2] for hot-finished and cold-formed structural
hollow sections, respectively. The loads/deformations are
applied through defined reference points (RF-Points), located at the upper and lower edge of the cross-section
(Fig. 4). The RF-Points are then connected through an
MPC-Beam (multiple point constraint) formulation to associated node sets, predefined at the top and the bottom
edges (Fig. 4a) and shown exemplary for the quarter
range of the cross-section. The profile length L (longitudinal direction) was set as the larger value of either the
width W or the height H of the cross-section, in order to
account for only the local buckling, thereby assuming
that the chosen length is well-suited to represent the local
buckling length and thus the “hinge region” in this preliminary investigation. This assumption will require further validation or modification in subsequent steps of the
study, but is sufficiently general for the demonstration
purposes of this “proof-of-concept” paper.
The validation of the Abaqus model is based on an extensive analytical, numerical and experimental campaign,
conducted between the years 2017 and 2019 at Bundeswehr University Munich, in the context of the
EU‑funded (RFCS) project HOLLOSSTAB (Grant Nr.
2015-709892) [17].
The general validation of the models was based on benchmark models, which were derived from the actual scanned
3D-surface of the specimens via reverse engineering techniques and implemented under the designation “GMNIA_
Meas” (Fig. 5, red line) models in Abaqus, representing
the real tests with a high correspondence. Subsequently,
models for additional parameter studies were calibrated
to the GMNIA_Meas models using equivalent eigenmode
shapes, derived from linear buckling analysis, as applied
imperfections. Fig. 5 describes exemplary the calibration
process using different eigenform based cross-section dependent amplitudes defined by [11]. The reader is referred

Fig. 5

a) Comparison between GMNIA calculations with measured (GMNIA_Meas) and b) GMNIA calculations based on LBA-Eigenmode imperfections and
calibrated imperfections, from [29]

to the references of the project for further details from
[17, 29–32]. A short description of the applied model is
given here as listed below:

The GMNIA calculations were performed by using the
static general stress analysis.

– Isoparametric shell elements with reduced integration
of type S4R are used, with a mesh density of around
60 elements in circumferential and (depending on the
total member length) 50–100 elements per meter in
longitudinal direction.
– The load introduction and boundary conditions make
use of a Multi-Point Constraint (MPC) type of con
straints at the member ends, which implies a rigid
connection between the nodes at the extremity and a
reference node at the centroid of the respective sections. All boundary conditions were set as fixed, except for the deformation in the longitudinal direction.
– An elastic-ideal plastic material model was used (Section 4, Tab. 1), with an infinite yield plateau assumed
at a stress level svon-Mises = fy.
– The influence of residual stresses was not taken into
account explicitly within the Abaqus models and the
framework of the described feasibility study. However,
as described in the cited publications of the RFCS project HOLLOSSTAB, the material modelling chosen
was able to differentiate between the level of present
residual stresses for the representation of local buckling with sufficient accuracy.
– The first eigenmode is taken as an initial local imperfection shape with various associated imperfection
amplitudes (Section 4, Tab. 1).

4

The basic simulation process for the generation of the required data sets is always performed in two steps. In a
first step a linear buckling analysis (LBA) is carried out in
order to identify the elastic critical buckling resistance of
the cross-section and the eigenmode shape as the critical
imperfection form. In a second step a geometrically materially nonlinear analysis with imperfections (GMNIA) is
performed to determine an elasto-plastic buckling load –
the realistic buckling resistance that considers both material and geometric nonlinearities – of the cross-section as
well as the courses of the pre- and post-peak load range.

Data development

As more generally described above, the training of every
ML model requires “training data”, the size and qualities
of which will depend on the goals and specific demands
of the task at hand. In all cases, the principle is that the
results of ML-based predictions will depend on the quality and structure of the used data – a principle that is not
different from what is required of more traditional design
methods during their development. Poor data quality will
generally lead to bad results independent on the computational level of the used ML method. For this reason, it is
of paramount importance to study and analyse the data in
advance and only then make a decision regarding the
choice of a suitable prediction method.
The data sets presented in this paper are based on the results from LBA and GMNIA simulations conducted using
Abaqus CAE 2019 [28] and the models described in the
previous Section 3. The parametrization of the general
model was performed using the programming language
Python, whereby individual input files were written for all
considered parameters. In sum, 361 European hot rolled
and cold-formed RHS and SHS profiles, three different
steel grades ranging from mild to high-strength (S355,
S460 and S700) and three different imperfection amplitudes (B/200, B/300 and B/400) were taken into account.
An overview of the used profiles and the additional dimension range is summarized in Tab. 1.
This leads, in the case of an applied deformation (as done
during the GMNIA runs) or force (in the LBA runs) along
the longitudinal axis, to a total of 361 LBA and 3249
GMNIA simulations in Abaqus. This data basis is subsequently used for the actual data extraction of the input
features for the DNN models, as will be explained with
more detail in the following.
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Tab. 1

5

Used steel profiles acc. to European standards and additional
parameters

Used profiles

Number of sections Dimension range c/t

SHS hot finished

88

8.0–47.62

SHS cold-formed

88

8.0–47.62

RHS hot finished

93

9.52–56.25

RHS cold-formed

92

12.5–55.55

Used parameters

Number of para
meters

Values

Steel grade fy

3

S355, S460, S700

Imperfection
amplitude e0

3

B/200, B/300, B/400

In the next step, the required data is extracted from the
Abaqus LBA and GMNIA results in an automated process. Since for the subsequent training of the DNN models the displacement u and the tangential stiffness KT, as
the decisive output parameter, are required, data extraction is performed for each calculated increment performed in Abaqus (Fig. 6a). The tangential stiffness KT is
thus calculated as follows (Eq. (10)):

KT,n =

∆Fn
∆un

(10)

The differential force and the associated differential displacement are based on the explanation within Fig. 6a.
This procedure leads to a first estimated amount of
145377 data rows, including all investigated parameters
mentioned above and summarized within the features
representation in Fig. 6b. Within the framework of sev
eral own initial investigations regarding data structure,
feature selection and DNN model performance the developed initial data set of 145377 data rows needs to be optimized by several additional steps presented in the
following execution of Section 5.

Data pre-processing

The data structure, the influence of the data density and
the performance of several DNN models of different architecture was studied during the development of the
“final” DNN used in the remainder of the study presented
in this paper. One of the main aspects for a successful
optimization process is data density and distribution in
terms of outliers, i. e. data points which magnitude is far
away from the average and therefore difficult to account
for in the training procedure. Fig. 7a shows two different
force displacement curves. The benchmark Abaqus
GMNIA simulation is described by the black dotted
curve, each dot representing one increment of the numerical simulation connected through interpolated lines
for the purpose of a better representation. Whereas, the
red dotted line symbolizes predicted values calculated
with a DNN model trained on the basis of a data set using
the same incremental distances in terms of displacement
u. A profound difference between the black and red curve
is clearly visible, resulting from the fact that not enough
data is present in the elastic range due to the first relatively big initial calculation step that is made by the solver
in the GMNIA simulation. This would automatically lead
to the conclusion, by taking the black dotted line as a
representative for all further numerical simulations, that
the highest values of the tangent stiffness KT for the first
incremental steps of the calculation are recognized as
outliers during the training process and therefore highly
difficult to be represented by DNN models. For this reason, in the course of the red curve, an early loss of stiffness (early softening) is detected in the region before the
maximum load is reached due to a falsified prediction
based on data scarcity. This assumption is confirmed by
the histogram shown in Fig. 7b. The large deflection in
the frequency represents the data points with very low
stiffness values propagating towards 0. All values for
KT < 0 can be attributed to the post-peak load range; conversely, all values for KT ≥ 0 can generally be incorporated in the pre-peak load range. Values for KT >> 0 (first
incremental steps of GMNIA simulations) are located on

Fig. 6

a) Data extraction from Abaqus simulations, b) overview of selected features
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Fig. 7

a) Prediction based on basic data set, b) histogram showing KT based on basic data set, c) prediction based on extended data set, d) histogram showing
KT based on extended data set

the very right with apparently very low represented frequency and an overall tendency to be classified as out
liers. Since these values are not negligible, the following
solutions can be used in principle. In a first step, it is possible to use a program intern solution by a rearrangement
of solver setting. Thus, this leads to higher computational
effort and therefore longer simulation time, since these
changes would affect not only the pre-peak load range
but also the whole simulation. An easier and faster approach is the direct linear interpolation between the increments of an individual cross-section calculation within
the data set. This approach was chosen for further data
expansion and is shown as follows in Fig. 7c, 7d. The data
density in the pre-peak load range, i. e. the first increment
was raised by a higher segmentation through interpolated
values in-between. This adaption leads to a noticeably
better performance of the network and consequently a
much more accurate prediction of the stiffness KT >> 0
(Fig. 7c). The corresponding histogram (Fig. 7d) shows
now in the range for KT >> 0 a much higher frequency
and therefore data density that can be taken into account
during the optimization of the DNN.

units between the features. Fig. 8 shows the difference
between the performance of DNN models. In each case
six different initially chosen feature combinations were
taken into account that do not require further comment
at this point, as they were rather random compilations
to identify tendencies in the context of preliminary investigations. Therefore, a more sophisticated method for
the detection of important feature combinations is described in Section 6 of this paper. Nevertheless, these
considerations help to clarify and explain the essential
questions related to data transformation in general. The
diagrams in Fig. 8 are presented in the following manner: the x-axis represents the number of epochs, which
are in a general sense the number of repetitions in the
training procedure. On the y-axis, the network accuracy
is described by the measure r-squared (Eq. (11)). It is a
statistical measure of the unexplained variation and the
total variation.

As already mentioned in Section 2, the transformation
in terms of normalization or standardization is a necessary step to eliminate different magnitudes, ranges and

with:
yi, ŷi, yi actual output, predicted output, standard deviation

2

r =1−

(

∑ ni=1 yi − yˆ i

(

∑ ni=1 yi − yi

)

2

)

2

(11)
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Fig. 8

a) Training results from standardized data, b) training results from normalized data

The standardized data (Fig. 8a) show better results in
terms of the r-squared score after much fewer epochs for
all investigated feature combinations compared to the
normalized data (Fig. 8b). After approx. 200 epochs, an
r‑squared > 0.95 is already reached for standardized data,
whereas for the normalized data an r-squared ≈ 0.95 is
only met after 1400 epochs/update steps. This bias underlines the choice of data standardization for the overall
training process.

6

Developed DNN Model

In an updated procedure, further adjustments were made
with regard to the data structure, based on the outcomes
of several DNN model performance evaluations which
can be summarized as follows:
i. Further data splitting between first the hot rolled and
cold-formed SHS and RHS profiles and second between the pre- and post-peak load range led to a significantly better performance especially predicting the
maximum load Fmax of the cross-sections. It was also
found that a general data expansion between all increments, not only taking the elastic range of the first increments into account, lead to a more accurate performance.
ii. It is useful to introduce a deformation limit u above
which the accuracy of the prediction is deemed to be
of minor practical significance, which was chosen in a
first step with six times the deformation at reaching
the maximum load Fmax to capture the whole range of
deformation capacity.
iii. The output layer KT is further normalized by the elastic stiffness Ke of associated cross-sections in order to
minimize the value range between very large and
very small predicted numbers. Another advantage is
the modified data distribution, since all values in the
elastic range, i. e. first incremental steps of the simulated GMNIA results, tend to fall on the value of approx. 1.
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Tab. 2

Used steel profiles acc. to European standards

Profiles

Data set size (rows)

SHS hot rolled, pre-peak load

97,394

SHS hot rolled, post-peak load

177,721

RHS hot rolled, pre-peak load

105,811

RHS hot rolled, post-peak load

201,969

SHS cold-formed, pre-peak load

103,360

SHS cold-formed, post-peak load

183,217

RHS cold-formed, pre-peak load

86,792

RHS cold-formed, post-peak load

207,561

Total amount:

1,163,825

This assumptions and adjustments lead to the separated
data sets summarized in Tab. 2.
The use of the right features, or rather the features that
have the most influence on the learning process, is crucial
for how good the DNN models perform and therefore
how good the overall predictions are. On the other hand,
it is also important to eliminate the unimportant features
that have little or no influence on the training, in order to
shorten the computational effort. Methods from ML offer
sophisticated solutions, whose holistic presentation
would be too extensive and exceeds the framework of this
article. For this reason, two methodologies (Random Forest Regression [33] and XGBoost [34]) were used in the
following, which proved to be successful in the case of
the present data sets.
The relevant features, as described by Fig. 6b, are summarized in Tab. 3. Thereby, H, B, t, A, Wel, Wpl and Iy represent common geometrical features (nominal values as
taken from section catalogues), fy is the yield strength, Ke
is the elastic stiffness quantity, EV is the buckling eigenvalue from an LBA analysis, and u is the axial deformation.

Tab. 3

Estimated relevant feature combinations

Tab 4

Pre-peak load data
sets

Post-peak load data
sets

SHS hot rolled
and cold-formed

H, t, A, Wel, Iy, Ke,
fy, u

H, t, A, Iy, Imp, fy,
EV, u

RHS hot rolled
and cold-formed

H, B, t, A, Wpl, Iy,
Ke, fy, u

H, B, t, A, Wel, Iy,
Imp, fy, EV, u

Since there are two types of parameters, in general the
trainable/internal model parameters (weights) and additional hyperparameters which do not change during the
optimization process e. g. the model architecture (amount
of neurons and hidden layer), optimizer, learning rate
(Eq. (8)), activation function and batch size and also additional regularization techniques like the L1- or L2method (i. e. Lasso regression or Ridge regression) penalizing the loss function for high number of weights, therefore to complex models that tend to cause overfitting
problems. In the framework of preliminary hyperparameter investigations a total of 193 individual combinations
were tested by using a Random Search Method within all
pre-set parameters. Random Search is in terms of machine learning one method to estimate decisive parameters, which can lead in the direction of suitable parameters but do not necessary have to, since not all combinations – like it would be the opposite case of the Grid
Search Method were each parameters is tested at least
once – are taken into account. Nevertheless, it is suitable
on a “first level of interest”, in order to see the overall
trend of the DNN architecture and its hyperparameters.
All calculations were performed on the basis of a train
and test philosophy, meaning that the data sets were split
into data that was used only for the training of the models
and data that was used for the validation of the trained
DNN models in a ratio of 80 % to 20 % training and testing, respectively. This procedure helps in terms of detecting problems like overfitting and the interpretation of the
overall behaviour assessing transferability to other “unseen” data, i. e. generalization of the DNN model. Tab. 4
summarizes the selected hyperparameters from initial investigations.
First results demonstrating the accuracy of the estimated
DNN models are presented in Fig. 9a, 9b, respectively. In
both cases, the x-axis represents the simulated and the
y‑axis the predicted values. Fig. 9a shows exemplarily the
overall prediction of the tangent stiffness KT for hot rolled
and cold formed SHS profiles in the pre-peak load range
based on all extracted increments from the Abaqus simulation (Section 4). These values are then used as the initial inputs for the calculation of a force accumulated over
the deformation (Eq. (12)):
Fn = Fn–1 + KT,n ⋅ ∆un

(12)

While the envisaged use of a full DNN-DSM matrix in a
general DSM-based structural analysis application would
require the calculation of residuals in the non-linear equi-

Estimated hyperparameters

Model parameters

Selection

Hidden layer 1 (neurons)

27

Hidden layer 2 (neurons)

27

Hidden layer 3 (neurons)

18

Hidden layer 4 (neurons)

9

Activation function

ReLU

Optimizer

AdaMax

Learning rate

0.0005

librium equations, as done e. g. in a standard or modified
Newton-Raphson approach, this was not necessary for
the demonstrative purposes of this study, as only one (the
longitudinal) stiffness term was looked at and the residuals could be kept sufficiently small directly by the selection of a suitably small increment step.
Despite high r2 values, Fig. 9a shows a certain scatter,
which might imply inaccuracies in the calculation of the
forces (Eq. (12)). For this reason, all load-deformation
curves of the considered SHS profiles were calculated in
the pre-peak load range (i. e. up until reaching the maximum load Fmax) since the accumulated error should be
most apparent by the end. Fig. 9b shows therefore a summary of all calculated Fmax values using the predicted
tangent stiffness KT from Fig. 9a and Eq. (12). It can be
seen that the outliers has in general no influence on the
estimated maximum force Fmax. The additional r2 value
lies in both cases for the train and test data around a high
value of 0.999. This can be attributed to the fact that the
predicted values of KT, originating from the data development using Eq. (10), are based on relatively small increments from Abaqus simulations in the first place, but also
to additional data expansion, which further reduced the
incremental step size. This results finally in the fact that
deviations of the tangent stiffness on a very small scale
also lead to very small differences in the accumulated
force. This underlines specifically two conclusions (i): the
data structure can be processed by the model well enough
and used for predictions i. e. a predictable problem suited
for ML applications; (ii): the trained DNN model is “general” enough and does not tend to overfitting problems
meaning that r2train ≈ r2test.
Finally, Fig. 10 is a representation adapted from [35] – an
article published by the authors in the Steel Construction
12, No. 3 (Aug. 2019), where the research goal was initially mentioned to predict the overall slenderness dependent rotation capacity of RHS/SHS hollow sections
ranging from mild to high strength steel – and updated to
the presented case of a longitudinal deformation and
DNN based predictive models. It shows the prediction of
the longitudinal load-displacement behaviour of 792 hotfinished SHS, 792 cold-formed SHS, 837 hot-finished and
828 cold-formed RHS profiles, plotted for the various, respective values of local slenderness and represented by
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Fig. 9

a) Simulation (KT-GMNIA) vs. prediction (KT-Predicted), b) simulation (Fmax-GMNIA) vs. prediction (Fmax-Predicted)

normalizing the predicted force NPred divided by the plastic cross-section capacity Npl and corresponding displacement u divided by upl, the theoretical elastic deformation
at the occurrence of Npl if elastic stiffnesses were continuously assumed. This dimensionless representation allows
for all curves to be displayed and compared in a normalized manner. A pre- and post-peak load range, where the
former is highlighted in red, defines the curves. Additionally a solid red line, changing its inclination depending on
the relative slenderness, connects the transition points,
symbolized by the reached maximum loads.
Fig. 10 thus illustrates, albeit in a first demonstrative step
that takes into account only the longitudinal deformation, that it is possible to predict the pre- and post-peak
load range of various SHS as well as RHS profiles of different slenderness, steel grade and manufacturing process. This three-dimensional information is the basis for
the further implementation into a DSM based beam formulation, combining local redistribution capacities in a
practice oriented and well accepted beam element formulation.

7

Summary and Outlook on Planned Research

The presented paper described the conceptual framework
as well as a first, “proof-of-concept” type implementation
of a novel method for the “design by analysis” of frame
and truss structures made from hollow sections, which
aims to combine the computational advantages – in large
structural models in particular – of beam-element models
with the accuracy of shell-element models in reflecting
the buckling strength and variable deformation behaviour
of sections of various slenderness. This new method,
termed “DNN-DSM” in the paper, achieves this goal by
using the general formulation of the direct stiffness method (DSM) for a beam and combining it with a predictive
model of an artificial/deep neural network (DNN),
trained on data sets derived from a pool of Abaqus shell
elements simulations of RHS and SHS profiles of lengths
suitable to describe exclusively the local behaviour in the
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pre- and post-peak load range. The link between the DSM
formulation and the predictions of the DNN models is
primarily made through the tangent stiffness KT,pred and is
thus generally applicable formulation in the framework of
finite elements F = K · u. First demonstrations of the steps
needed for data pre- and post-processing, hyperparameter
tuning and neural network architecture, as well as additional training, testing and prediction of full-scale loaddeformation curves, are presented within the scope of
this paper. Very accurate results could be achieved in
cases of predicted maximum loads for all cross-sections
with an accuracy measure of r2train ≈ 0.99 and r2test ≈ 0.98
for training and testing of the DNN models, respectively.
Fig. 9, 10 further underlined the potential of the proposed
method, predicting both the peak load and the practically
most relevant ranges of the pre- and post-peak load-displacement curves for a large set of hot-finished and coldformed SHS/RHS profiles with a rather compact DNN
structure.
Further research will include variety of steps in order to
lead to method to implementation level:
Firstly, a wider, more detailed data set taking into account additional in-plane transverse deformations vz and
rotations ϕy, as well as combinations of these deformations This is needed for finding the full set of non-linear
stiffness terms of the DSM stiffness matrix shown in
Fig. 1. For this purpose, it is possible to exploit symmetries in the stiffness matrix, as will be shown in shortly
pending publications that build on the present proof-ofconcept article.
– Further steps toward more comprehensive feature engineering approaches need to be taken in order to
narrow the used features by a wider analysis and
therefore a more efficient selection.
– Then, by implementing further dimension reduction
methods like principle component analysis (PCA: a
method to remove redundant or highly correlated features), nonlinear PCA or autoencoder, an unsupervised artificial neural network that compresses and

Fig. 10 Predicted pre- and post-peak load range for a) hot-rolled SHS profiles, b) hot-rolled RHS profiles, c) cold-formed SHS profiles, d) cold-formed RHS
profiles

reconstructs the data in terms of dimensionality reduction.
– Next, the trained DNN models will be implemented
into the DSM format of the beam-element formulation. Non-linear solver algorithms, using suitably adapted versions of the arc-length and Newton-Raphson
methods to incrementally solve for the non-linear
equilibrium paths, will be implemented in custom-made DSM programs and validated against published
and own test data on hollow-section beams and beamcolumns. For these steps as well, publications by the
authors are pending.
– Finally, as a more general outlook on the expected
opportunities presented by the method, it is thought to

be worthwhile to investigate its further expansion to
wider fields of applications: certainly the “3D case” of
the hollow section can be tackled, while the potential
for an implementation to more complex section
shapes and buckling phenomena will need more thorough consideration in the future.
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